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• Voids are non linear structures — e.g., Traveling Wavelets approach to the 
Gravitational Instability theory. – One dimensional Wavelets . – N. Benhamidouche, 
B. Torresani, R. Triay. MNRAS 302,807(1999) :
— This might be the reason why the universe looks so empty

• « vacuum gravitational repulsion » ?
e.g., Schwarzschild solution of Einstein Eq. with a Cosmological Constant

No effect in the Solar neighborhood
Small effect in the outerpart of the Galaxy 
Intervenes at the edge of LSC 
Homogeneity scale

• The dimensional analysis of Einstein equations shows that the cosmological 
constant effect intervenes (solely) at cosmological scale.

The cosmological constant effect



The dynamics of voids

• - (sphere) Newton - Friedmann model

• - (sphere) GR “FLin - FLout” Model

• - (ellipsoid-revolution) Newton - Friedmann model

• Modeling a “single void” embedded in a Friedmann Lemaître Universe
(as a first step to a more realistic investigation…)
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Covariant global solution to Euler- Poisson Eqs. System



Magnification & Expansion Rates

y : Corrective factor to Hubble expansion

Observational Signature of Ko



Dependence on
cosmological parameters
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Image of a Void in the redshift-space



Non Empty Voids



Conclusion

In addition to provide us with a method for estimating the cosmological 
parameters, this test enables us to characterize clearly the sign of the 

spatial curvature of the FL universe. In other words, it provides an 
answer to the question on whether the space is finite or infinite, which 

is a crucial issue for the primordial cosmology.

Thank you


